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A year later: a look at the Hales presidency
Jamie Mapes
The start of the new school year
marked the end of R. Stanton
Hales' first year as president.
Throughout the year. Hales has
dealt with a myriad of problems
and spent time finding out exactly
what it means to be president of
The College of Wooster.
"One of my first responsibilities was to help settle the campus.
After two consecutive year-lon- g
Presidential searches there was an
uncertainty," said Hales. "I
wanted to give the campus a sense
of stability."
Other factors Hales felt were
unsettling the Wooster community included a fluctuating campus size, both with students and
faculty numbers. "I really felt that
one way to make the campus more
stable was to stabilize the size of
both the student body and fac- -

V'Leon Botstein, president of
Bard College, will present a
lecture "On the Nature of
Learning" tonight at 8 p.m. in
McGaw Chapel.
V

There will be a Homecomi-

ng1 Bonfire tomorrow at 7 p.m.

WVN
trains new
volunteers
Second in a series

ofsmall house
residents9

training

Dan Shortridge
i

Over 100 people participated in a

recent training session of the

Wooster Volunteer Network on
Sept. 15 at McGaw Chapel. Representing 17 of Wooster's 33 small

program houses, the students listened to a speech by Michael
McGevney, the founder of Break
Away International, an organization
which promotes' alternative spring
breaks in which students spend time
volunteering in their communities.

jilty."

"""Once he dealt with stabilizing
the campus. Hales moved onto
making sure the students knew
that they were a high priority of
the administration. "My main
concern is the intellectual development and the personal experiences of all the students. I've
made efforts to spend time with
students and be a presence on
campus. Students are here to get
a serious, rigorous education and
I want to help in any way I can."
While helping student's further
their education, Hales has also
been working on carrying out the
building projects around campus.
When he began his new position,
the campus was already in the
midst of construction: "the money
had been raised to work on the
buildings, so I carried through
with it. I've also spent a lot of
time raising money to finish the
Severance expansion," said Hales.
Besides raising money for construction, Hales has also focused
on bringing the whole campus up
to speed technically. Currently,
the campus is being converted
from Appletalk to Ethernet, an un- -

.

emphasized

McGevney

volunteerism as a way to connect

to make
people to
people realize that "we're all tied
together and connected to something larger than just ourselves." He
one-anothe-

Photo by David Heisserer

President Stan Hales at his office in Galpin Hall takes a brief break from his work.

r,

discussed his experiences in volun-

have comprehensive fees that
range between $19,000 and

dertaking that Hales estimates the
administration has already spent-S- i.
5 million on. Over the next two
years the rest of the work will be
completed at a cost of close to
$900,000. "I am hoping that everything will be converted by the summer of '99 and the Internet will be
available for all."
goals Hales has
Other long-terinclude the strategic planning sessions that have been going on since
spring. Hales is hoping that a set
of specific goals for the College
will evolve from the discussions.
m

Besides dealing with current
situations. Hales also finds himself
challenges.
faced by never-endin-g
"One of the constantbattles I face
is to balance the cost of running the
College with making it an afford- able school."

According to Hales, most

schools comparable to Wooster

,

$29,000, which puts Wooster right
in the middle.
Another constant problem Hales
faces is diversity on campus. He
feels that for a rural campus like
Wooster, there is quite a lot of variety in the student body. "We have
a lot of domestic and international
diversity, especially for a campus
not in a cosmopolitan environment. Of course, I would like to
see more, but I am very happy with
what we do have."
Looking at current campus issues, Hales feels that Ebert is not
making people as unhappy as
some think. "A set of decisions
was made some years ago regarding Ebert. Some colleges choose
to keep every building looking the
same, but some opt for variety and
interest."

V

Friday at 10 p.m.' SAB
willl sponsor a Home
coming Video Dance
Party in the Lowry Center
Ballroom.
V Saturday

at 12:30, the
Homecoming parade will take

place in front of Lowry.

teer service, especially his work
with Break Away. His work with
building to McGaw Chapel, sayvolunteer programs began in 1989,
ing that some people were unhappy with the building, but it when he worked in Nashville, TN
made a lot of people very happy. with the homeless and refugees. A
"McGaw, like Ebert, was fresh, year rater, McGevney volunteered as
new, and exciting. I've heard just a team leader for a project turning
as many good things as I have bad "an old abandoned school . . . into
things. To anyone who doesn't like teen center for the youth in rural
Ebert, look inside.. There are West Virginia."
McGevney began Breakaway
splendid spaces. It is virtually impossible to duplicate a building with 20 schools and 15 community
like Severance Gymnasium today agencies, a $15,000 grant, and what
he described as "a vision." The nonwithout exorbitant costs."
In the future. Hales hopes to be profit corporation soon received
able to maintain a presence on substantial grants from the Kellogg
campus, while working on all of and Ford Foundations, the Departthe off campus committees with ment of Education, and the Corpowhich he is involved. He hopes to ration for National Service until it
continue to make the Wooster grew into the nationwide program
campus a better place while keepplease see WVN TRAINS NEW
ing alive the tradition that plays
MEMBERS FOR SERVICE,
such an important role in the
page 2
College's life.
Hales then compared the new art

V

V

Tuesday the Office of
Campus Ministries will hold a
discussion exploring the
intersection between faith and
vocation in Lowry 120 at 7:45
p.m.
.

On Wednesday Harry
W. Eberts will give a
lecture entided "The
Meaning and Challenge of
Covenant: The New Testament
and After" as part of the Lay
Academy Series in Lean
Lecture Hall at 7:30 p.m.

V

The Word Up! Bible Study
meets every Wednesday from
9
p.m. in the Douglass Hall
basement.
7--

V

Tuesday Bingo Night will
occur in the Underground
from
p.m.
8-- 11
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Gootblatt
discusses

Campus
At some point during the night ot Wednesday, Sept. 10 a racial epithet was spray painted on the side of a construction trailer belonging to
Bogner Construction by Frick Art. The incident was immediately reported to campus security on Thursday morning and investigated. Bogner
personnel painted over the epithet after arriving Thursday morning. There
are no suspects at the time, but the investigation is ongoing. Anyone with
information regarding the incident should contact the security office at
ext 2590.

-

National

There was a 63 percent increase in the number of women diagnosed
according to a report
with AIDS in the United States from
published Tuesday. By the end of 1995, 67,400 women had been diagnosed with the disease, almost 20 percent of the total AIDS cases in the
United States. According to the study published in this week's Journal of
the American Medical Association, the greatest increases were among
women who acquired the disease through heterosexual contact. The report also said that young women are at risk for HIV infection at an earlier age than young heterosexual men and that adolescent girls are being
infected by older sexual partners. The study suggests that successive
groups of younger women will continue to be at risk for AIDS as they
reach adolescence and adulthood.
1991-199- 5,

:
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International

delay at a conference seeking to
The United States called a
outlaw landmines Tuesday in a last ditch effort to persuade more than
100 countries to accept a compromise it has proposed for a treaty on a
ts
to the treaty, including
global ban. The US is seeking several
one that would allow it to continue using landmines on the Korean penphase-i- n
insula for nine more years. Negotiators are discussing a two-yeantifrom
"smart"
exemption
its
wants
the
addition,
In
US
period.
mines, and to let countries wiuV
k
personnel mines that protect
;
draw from the treaty if they are victims of aggression.
24-ho-ur

opt-ou-

ar

anti-tan-

compiled by Jamie Mopes with information from CNN Online .

Lay Academy to begin
The religious lecture series to feature the

Biblical Covenant and the 21st century
Jamie Mapes
Wednesday marked the start of
the 29th annual Lay Academy of
Religion lecture series. This year's

topic, "Biblical Covenant and our
21st Century," will examine the
bond between God and people as
a means of living harmoniously in
the world.
'Trust, community, the common
good, the public interest; these
words do not describe America today," said Gordon Shull, emeritus

political science professor at
Wooster and academic dean of the
Lay Academy. "The gulfs that
separate races, classes, genders,
generations, and nations seem as
great and as perplexing as ever,
whether we speak of our 'one nation, indivisible,' or our 'one
world.' In such a time, can we learn
from the covenant between God
and us, as understood first by
Moses and the prophets, then by
Jesus and now by those who seek
to live responsively and responsibly in our time? To give these
questions meaning, the Lay Acad

emy will turn to people who have
more than a passing knowledge of
the Biblical understanding of covenant and the underlying economic, political, and social issues
that divide us."
Established in 1968, the Lay
Academy of Religion Lecture Series seeks to give laity from various denominations opportunities
to explore the relationship between
the secular and the sacred. Each
year the series focuses on a topic
relevant to both the church and
society in an attempt to reverse the
fragmentation of modern society
and religion.
This year's lecture's will be held
every Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. in
Lean Lecture Hall in Wishart Hall.
The sessions are open to the public and free to students. The fee for
members is $6 per
session or $40 for all eight sessions. For further information, call
Ruth MacKenzie, the Academy's
registrar, at (330)
non-camp-
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264-449- 7.

compiled with information
from News Services

relationships
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Carlye Burchett
Tuesday evening, Gault Auditorium was host to a lively and entertaining talk on "Relationships" by
Ellen Gootblatt, a former teacher
and premier talk radio host on ABC.
Currently, she is an author and lecturer on love, life, and relationships.
She started out the talk with her
'Ten Basic Premises to Great Relationships," which she illustrated
with stories from her own life,

"tjootblatt declared that she
wanted her audience to "house-clean- ,"
or, in other words to fine
tune their relationships. She said
youth fall
that many college-age- d
into the trap of wanting to be "everything to everybody," which just
please see GOOTBLATT
SPEAKS, page 3

i
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held Tuesday during both lunch and dinner in
Lowry and Kittredge.All of the candidates running were given positions, either as a class representative or at large member. Many seniors did not vote, as no members of their class were running. Other
classes had a mediocre turnout. Seniors were offered the option to
write in candidates, but most of them declined
SGA held its first meeting on Wednesday. Members went over
parlimentary procedure and signed up for commitees. Next week the
funding commitee will begin meeting with representatives of campus
organizations. Last year, the funding process became a hugeproblem
:.
for SGA, and this year there are new guidelines for the prcess.
SGA elections were

I.S. birthday bash opens tonight
Anant Padmanabhan
Celebrations begin on Thursday
to mark fifty years of Independent
Study at the College.
President Hales will give the welcome address tonight at 8 p.m. to
be followed by Wooster Forum
speaker and president of Bard College, Leon Botstein. His lecture is
titled "On the Nature of Independent
Learning." Botstein is a recipient of
several fellowships including those

from

the

Woodrow

Wilson,

Danforth and Rockefeller Foundations and has also served as the
president of Franconia College.
Dean of the Faculty Susan Figge
commented, "The talk should put
Wooster in the context of independent learning and how it relates to
the liberal arts. He is one who has
thought very hard about these issues
both in his school and outside."
There will be a special celebratory
reception and birthday cake cutting
in the lobby of Freddlander Theatre
after Botstein's lecture.

However, Friday is the most
eventful day for the celebrations. On
Friday discussions will take place at
McGaw Chapel. The day is divided
into four sessions, though these ses-

sions can be classified into two
parts. The sessions in the first part
of the day are about the past, while
those in the second part are intended
to looking forward, into the future,"
said Figge. "We will be looking hard
at Wooster during the first half of
Friday and then at Wooster in the
wider world," she added.
The first part of the day starts at 9
a.m. with a retrospective look at I.S.

.Daniel. Calhoun,. The College's

Aileen Dunham professor of History
Emeritus, a Russian historian who
joined Wooster s faculty in 1956,
will begin the discussion. The re-

spondents are current professors
Jennifer Hay ward and Theodore
Williams. Professor of history,
James Hodges will moderate the
discussion.
At 10:30 a.m. there will also be
a panel of alumni to discuss "Independent Study: Disciplines and

Careers." The five alumni participating are: Susan Stranahan, jour-

nalist," "The Philadelphia

In-

quirer," Erie Mills, opera singer;
Sandeep Bhatia, consultant. Price
Waterhouse; Solomon Oliver, Jr.,
U.S District Court Judge; and Lee
Limbird, Professor and Chair of
Pharmacology, Vanderbilt University. The panel speakers will discuss the impact I.S. had on their
lives and careers. Professor of English Peter Havholm will be the

moderator for this event.
These are wonderful alumni,"

English at the University of Cali
fornia; Elizabeth Joiner, professor
of history at the University of

1

South Carolina; and Stevens?'
Brooks, Executive Director of the

GLCA Philadelphia Center, will
consider major directions in liberal,--.
education including experiential
learning, collaborative learning
and new technologies and tools.
They will also discuss the implications of these new directions for
Wooster's I.S. program. Professor
Larry Stewart of the English department will moderate the discussion.
Then, at 3:30 p.m., Paula P.
Browlee, president of the Association pf American Colleges and Universities will reflect on the celebration as a whole. Again, Wooster's
role as a center for Independent
Study will feature in the discussion.
for Academic Affairs
Vice-Preside- nt

Barbara Hetrick will be the
mode rater.
I.S. displays have been put up in

i

Figge said. "We went to people who
would do a particularly good job.
They represent a twenty year span
of the fifty year I.S. history and have
been out long enough to think about
what they did in Wooster."
There is a picnic celebration after the event that will feature box
lunches, live music, and prizes at the
Quinby Quadrangle, south of Kauke
Hall.
The second half of the day will
focus on the future of Independent
Study. At 2 p.m. there will be a dis-

the Gault Library, in Lowry Center and in the Freedlander lobby.
Figge said, "I hope that students
who don't otherwise have clas
will come to as many events as
they can." She also clarified that
the faculty had not been asked to i
cancel any classes. "It is up to
them," she said.

cussion on the "Opportunities for
Century." Three
the Twenty-Firvoices from beyond Wooster:
Horace Rockwood, professor of

done remarkable work. We ought to
stop and congratulate ourselves and
say that we've got something marvelous." .

st

Commenting on the kind of. stu
dent response expected. Figge said,
"We want it to be a real celebration,
a real party. We have a wonderful

program here and students have

0
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Gootblatt on relationship
ips WVN trains new volunteers for service
continued from page 2

explaining myself to my partner,

isn't possible. Pick a few good
friends that are everything, she suggested, and using her 10 common
sense premises test the strength of
you relationships.
The first premise is to "make
yourself fabulous," followed by 2,
reach out for excellence in relationship, and don't accept less; 3,
relationships are meant to be easy,

4, if it's
not
good, go for it, if it's bad, run for
the hills; S, give absolute commitment to make it work, with the
conditional asterisk, assuming that
it is good, and that the two have
goals; 6, ask
similar long-teryourself if you are a better,
brighter person because of this relationship; 7, "do I find myself
heart-wrenchin-

g;

m

continued from page

or explaining my partner to my family or my friends;" 8, "does my partner see me for what I am or for what
he wants to see," 9, tell yourself that
you are good enough, but you can
make yourself better for you not
for anybody else; and 10, ask: Am
I happy?
Following seven or eight of these
should lead to a good relationship.

After this, Gootblatt gave her
she?

view on sex, in which

claimed

y,

ready, and nobody can make that
decision for them.
rfrled with
The evening
Gootblatt speaking to students
and selling her books, which
are available on tape.
,

one-on-o-

ne

The volunteer network, according
ir
Bilal Zuberi '99,
to WVN
is an "umbrella organization" for
around.30 different volunteer and
community service organizations at
the college. "Every year we have at
least five new organizations," said

sentatives discussed their various

Zuberi, and existing groups are

programs, the reasons students volunteer, and qualities that they look
for in volunteers. The discussion,
also revealed the interdependence of
the College and the community.
For example. People To People

modified each year.

wer

Ministries, an organization that

co-cha-

year's program has expanded into
promoting campus awareness as
well, said Zuberi.

McGevney stated that "students
have more ideas for service than
you could imagine." His statement
is certainly true here at the college,
where almost a third of all College
of Wooster students volunteer their
time through such programs as
Habitat For Humanity, People To
People, and the Hospice of Wayne
County. Because there. is such a
turnover in the types of programs,
there are always opportunities for
students to get involved. For more

Zuberi gave the example of

information on volunteering,

Miller Manor, known as "Rainbow
House," which began last year as a
program emphasizing sexual awareness in the local community, working with Planned Parenthood. This

Zuberi encourages students to con-

tact the Volunteer Network.
"That's what we're here for," he
said. WVN can be reached at ext
2563.

Happy Birthday, IS.

YOU DEMAND POWER,
SPEED, AND MOBILITY.

The Week's Festivities:

Thursday, Sept. 18
Session

1,

8 p.m., McGaw Chapel

R. Stanton Hales, President

On the Nature of Independent Learning

cash back

Leo Botstien Reception, 9:15p.m.
Freedlander Theatre

$200

6500250

Scan JSAV V.
324CBi2XOVAiltlplc
';
LaZip OriveBhfmtVklxl

Friday, Sept 19

cash back

Session II, 9 a.m., McGaw Chapel

PawtrBook 1400(5133
lt6aXCDLlii.3' OSTN display
Now $1980 toon turn

12 p.m.

Independent Study:
The First Fifty Years

Quinby Quadrangle
picnic and celebration with
Dixieland Jazz. Lowry and Kittredge will
not be open.
All-camp-

Daniel Calhoun,

$100

Aileen Dunham Professor of History
Respondants:
Jennifer Hayward, Theodore Williams

cash back

Moderator: James Hodges

Save another
Power Macintosh"

I

n

1

dtsptayEthenwtKbd
NOW $1,795
tBOK KBATt

1

Coffee Break, 10 a.m.

5400200

33i.6G6XCDBuilt-i-
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"
cash back

Color Styte Writer- - 4100
' NW $22S SPORE REBATE
s
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Session

WANT SOME CASH
TO GO WITH THAT?
1

for the 21st Century ,
a) Collaborative Learning

Freedlander Theatre

Horace S. Rock wood III
b) New Tools for Research

Independent Study:

Elizabeth G. Joiner

Disciplines and Careers

c) Experimental Learning

Sandeep Bhatia '89.
Solomon Oliver Jr. '69, Lee Limbird '70
Session

IV,

3:30 p.m., McGaw Chapel

Independent Learning Reflections
Paula

P.

Brownie

Moderator Barbara Hetrick

Academic Computing Sales
Taylor Hall Room 203
Monday - Friday 1:00pm - 5:00pm

computer prices include Oarisworks 4.0.

BMlrtl of HXM
KtjrkMMrnHMMn.1
w

loa-tap-- o

IV,

For more information, contact Sheila Wilson,
Assistant to the Dean of Faculty, ext. 2132

This is a Omlted time rebate coupon offer. See your Apple
campus reseller today for complete details.

All

1

Stephan E. Brooks
Session

Moderator Peter Havholm

Matsos Family Restaurant
THE CUISINE THAT

(330)263-225- 2

m

2 p.m., McGaw Chapel

Session lilt 10:30 a.m., McGaw Chapel

Now is the right time to get an Apple Power Macintosh or
PowerSook. Because in addition to getting the computer that lets
you do more than you can imagine, you can save big time. For a
limited time, students are eligible for special cash rebates.

CD
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IndependentStudy: Opportunities

Susan Stranahan '68, Erie Mills '75,

I

(

Welcome and Introduction

$300
Power Macintosh

works to meet the emergency
needs of Wayne County citizens,
receives help from Wooster students both in the form of outright
volunteerism and in money raised
from the College's Soup and Bread
program.

it is today. Based on the model of
service promoted by Break Away
and other organizations, McGevney
offered a "new definition of leadership" that emphasizes the "courage
to share, the courage to listen, and
the courage to serve."
Students also heard from a panel
of representatives from three local
volunteer organizations that work
with the program houses. In a
session, the repret,
ques-tion-and-ans-

to be "an old
and
proud of it." She said that only the
person can know when they are
fuddy-duad-

1
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Ohio's Premier Skydiving School
Twenty minutes away from
campus, off 585
$10 off any 1st jump
C.O.W. Special: $119 Static

Line Jump

1-800-726-3483

mspineo Socrates!
10
off all CO.W. students and
(acuity until the year 3000 aTd.
1

54 Vmi Liberty Scmm
Woomr. Ohio 44691
(330)

264-10- 0

Great Desserts!
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Specials that aren't special
Isn't it wonderful to do laundry at Wooster? We have the privilege of scoping
out the washers, running to catch the dryers to load them, and that final sprint
to empty them before someone strews our newly cleaned wardrobe all pver
the laundry room. Not to mention, of course, the weekly ritual of going through
the pockets of dirty jeans looking for the necessary quarters to wash and dry
the load in the first place. It is for this reason that the campus rejoiced when
A.S.I, advertised a weekend special only a quarter to wash.
What a splendid idea. Being able to do laundry Cheaply is certainly a
plus. For this reason, many students hauled their dirty clothing to the
basements of buildings such as Armington and Kenarden late at night,
only to find the price on the washers at the usual $1.00.
Now, not only were we cruelly misled by the copious signs in our dorms
advertising $.25 all weekend, but we were forced to scrounge around under the cushions of the furniture in our lounges in a desperate search for
extra quarters we did not plan on needing.
.
Was it necessary to toy with us like this? Laundry people, whoever you
are, hear our plea! $.25 weekends are great ideas, but make sure that's
what they are. We have enough to figure out without having to make guesses
on how much it will cost to do a load of laundry.

You go, Times!
The New York Times" has long been the standard by which other newspapers are judged. Instead of following the McPaper trends of the day, the
'Times" has resisted sound bites, sensational coverage, and modern gimmicks. Instead of local stories of interest only to channel surfing Americans, it focuses on the Big Picture.
In many ways, the Voice and the 'Times" have been sister newspapers.
The 'Times' is old the Voice is the oldest weekly college newspaper. It
publishes all the news that's fit to print we publish all the news that's fit
to print and then some. It has long had a staid, colorless design we have
long had a staid, colorless design.
This year, something changed. The Voice forged on ahead, exploring
new territories and breaking new ground. We discovered the jazzy look of
color, although we did worry that our old companion, our dear sister paper, would be left in our dust.
This week, not three weeks since the Voice's groundbreaking colored issue,
the "Times" followed with a new look of its own. For the first time, its published photos in color. Full color, that could only be described as Voicesque.
We commend the "Times" for its efforts to keep up with our innovations. Imitation, after all, is the sincerest form of flattery. We're flattered,
all right. We only hope they are a little less obvious next time.

The Wooster
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heard different speakers. I felt,
surely, the man I heard wasn't talking in "random cliches ... airtight in

their vagueness," as Sarah put it.
And I don't think he ripped on the
media very much either. I thought
he was fair, and his tone seemed just
about right. He didn't rip on Generation X, which I appreciate, even
when he reached the part of his
speech about getting involved more.
Now, I ask you. Were Bradley's
ideas vague or merely subtle? Was
he bitching pointlessly about the
media or constructing an elaborate
and extremely astute analysis of
America's national malaise, a component of which is a media bent on
solving all our problems with trite,
PC solutions? As Bradley succinctly
explained, the media's version of reality last year was something like this:
Louis Farrakan "If he would just go
away everything will be all right;"

O.J. Simpson "Ditto;" Colin
Powell "If he would just be elected,

Copy Editora and Pnrduvtiftll Atmrtr"'!
Emily Coleman
Laura Leathers
Aaron Luebbe
Jonathan Raessler
Heather Schwartz
Dan Shonndge
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Unsigned editorials express the
view of the majority of the editorial
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The College of Wooster. Wooster. OH 44ol: telephone
Fax (330)
330
voice&acs wooster.edu.
POSTMASTER- Seod change to the above address.
263-259-
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I had gone to McGaw on Tuesday
night at 8 o'clock but we each had

SUIT Writer.
James AJlardice
Nathaniel Barr
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Emily Coleman
Kevin Egan
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Madeline Herbst
Karl Robillard
Jonathan Seitz
Dan Shortridge
Mike Suszter
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The Wnvster Vmce is a newspaper of The College of Wooster community, managed and produced entirely by students. The Vtner is published each Thursday of the academic school year, except during examinations and breaks.
Opinions expressed herein are not necessarily those of the entire student body, faculty, college administration, or
Vmce staff. Unsigned Editorials are written by members of the Voice editorial board. Bylined pieces, columns and
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I read Sarah Fenske's column
about Bill Bradley last week and
was nonplused. It was as if she and
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everything will be all right."
Perhaps this isn't deep enough
thinking for Sarah. Indeed, I've
heard similar analyses of the media
before. I've never heard the argument put so well, however.
Bradley certainly IS a deep
thinker. Before he got sidetracked
on other things, I heard him start to
explain that America has to lead the
world differently than we did during the Cold War, when as leaders
of NATO we basically ordered foreign nations around. Today we have
to lead by the power of our example:
"As a pluralistic democracy with a

have the
"Modern leaders should
T
courage oi meir convictions,
mil

growing economy that takes everybody to higher ground," as he put it.
Essentially his argument is this: The
sheer wealth and success of our culture exerts more influence on foreign
nations than our guns ever did. We
can shape the world by simply living
well and freely. Mirabile dictu!
A lesser speaker might have
rested after that, maybe finished
with a few anecdotes and gone
home. But Bradley was just warming up. "In America, you shouldn't
have to have a friendly pediatrician
to get health care for your kids," he
said. Extend Medicare to children
as well as the elderly.
To drive home his point about politicians who take credit fqr a growing
economy that nevertheless isn't helping the middle 60 percent of incomes,
he concluded an anecdote about an
Olympic marathon runner, who said,
"My country sent me 9000 miles not start
the race, but to finish the race." 'In
America today, only the top 20 percent
of incomes "finish the race." For the rest,
this growing economy is hollow-Afte- r

-- 1

the media often takes simple con- victions or black and white moral
issues and complicates them He?
believes that life is really simpler
than it appears in print, which is

:

actually pretty deep if you think
about it. I think Bradley has reached
the point in his life where he trusts
his gut. It's like when you know in
your gut something is wrong even
when, rationally, it should be all
right. And you trust your gut even
when the arguments and evidence
run against you, because you can
never think of every single argument, nor yet the rebuttajs to them,
and you trust your gut to know better than your conscious mind because your gut represents a tangle
of deep ideas, attitudes, unconscious
and a lifetime of
wisdom. Einstein was famous for
saying, with apparent total conviction, things which other top physicists were amazed he could be so
sure about, because the evidence
was scarce. Einstein's genius was
in his ability to step out of the cloak
of reason, briefly, and trust his naked understanding of the universe
to lead him to solutions. A deep
quasi-argumen-

noting that Bradley said
"Cynicism is the last refuge of the
QUITTER," not CRITIC as Sarah
heard, apparently, I'll stop this train
of thought.
What did I like about Bradley? I
liked the fact that his goal in life, from
the time of the passing of the 1964
Civil Rights Act in the Senate, was to
be a Senator. Not president: That was
Bill Clinton's obsession and look
where it's gotten him. Bradley is a
happy man, who has achieved his goal
in life and now is pursuing the presidency with a spirit of public service
rather than with the neurotic drive of
a Bill Clinton.
I like his philosophy regarding the
media.. First of all, he. belje.ves that

"

,

ts

Reason beyond mere reasons. I
think perhaps this is the essence of
genius: and Bradley has it.
Lastly, I like Bradley because he is
part- the kind of man who cari say
ner," (as he did at one pojnt in his
speech) with the same toneof emphasis and love that most men of this generation reserve for saying words like
"spouse," "husband," or VlfeHe
says PC things like he believes
4

"Vl

It isn't an act You hear it in his voice.
,

Benjamin Bayer '98
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Homeward Bound

Seniors rock because they suck!
The class

with coming home to-- Wooster
Dealing
slackers,
they're
bunch
isn't
smart
just
a
98
of
of

I can say, with great honesty, that
the current senior class is the best
and brightest ever to grace the halls
of The Col- -

alize that they are working for a

debacles have graced the pages of
the Voice, adding to the amusement
and mirth of the campus community.
Devoid of any real power, SGA has
blundered about trying to find something important for itself to do (quite
unsuccessfully, I might add) for my
entire college career. I am proud
that my fellow seniors have recognized this fact and have decided not
to waste their time with such a petty
and useless organization.
Since this senior class has an excellent eye for what is important and
what is as irrelevant as the North

If we're talking baggage, study

abroad is something that one should

not have to leap onto a moving bus,
praying that the driver is not wallowstupor while
ing in a
weaving through many lanes of traffic. Or that I will not have to appease
the watching eyes of my
while gnawing on the remaining grizzle
of a leftover llama knee bone, pretend-

pointless organization.
always
But what of Campus Council, the
organization that has jurisdiction
- lightly. I
over "The Scot's Key" and other
lege
of
found myself in quite a quandary,
college policies? An organization
Wopster.
that would have power, if only it after ceaseless warnings to pack
"How can you say such a thing?"
wasn't rife with factionalism among only the bare essentials, trying to lug
you might be asking yourself. Have
ing to enjoy every last morsel.
pounds of personal belongthe various student groups, faculty
avI done an analysis of grade point
I find myself most distressed
terbus
airports,
out
of
and
ings
in
Once
administrators.
and
members
volcollective
erages or looked at
into Wooster somy
about
crowded
and
again members of the senior class minals, train stations
unteer and humanitarian projects?
I
get that glazed
begin
to
when
ciety
web
of
chaotic
the
form
that
organizastreets
an
have steered clear of
No. Instead of these less precise
mindlessly
animal,
caged
a
look
of
transportapublic
nothAmerican
South
historically
done
tion
that
has
measures, I believe the fact that no
motions
of a
the
through
walking
deparmy
before
night
tion.
The
aimlessly.
bicker
ing
except
in
ran
members of the senior class
nearly
four
I
for
have
known
life
in
What are our "student leaders" ture for my academic semester
Tuesday's SGA Senate election is a
difficult
to
It
becomes
now.
years
operative
the
being
(academic
Chile
these
instead
doing
of
clear indicator that
Qi.tiifitic9 Wit sword), roughly around 2:30 a.m., I muster a sense of passion for somencalace
we are wiser than
v f A hnv hlun n orori are enjoying tne
thing that I have already seen and
c run uj inn iuiiI
began the process of trying to deany who have come
already done. But the worst part of
I
for
the
need
might
what
termine
ing days of our college
something important
trying to
us. Not only
all is that I have become blinded by
foreign
a
living
in
months,
five
next
working
careerWe
have seniors shown
might add)
tO do (auite Unsuccessfully,
1
these
S
spend"
We
culture,
on
.- -J JL
utter apathy to the fnr my
w entire
meta-phori- c
with
friends
time
among
hHvZtnnnHiv
body that supposedly
strange
with
strange
Being
in
foreign
and sometimes conrepresents our intermy
suming great amounts of alcohol in people,
Korean Legislature, it is not surprisests, but my class has also ignored
u r
a"
d
n
some
made srounding
taking
are
of
We
security
process.
SGA
the
familiarity
Campus Council, which actually ing that the only two seniors in
speaking
our
in
will
have
we
times
last
the
only
two
the
hold
holds some meager legislative cabinet actually
dramatic
way
more powerful
my
lives to lay back and have fun. We a foreign
important positions in the organipower, and a host of other small orthemselves.
to
emotions
e
surface
language.
ganizations that seniors "should" be zation. SGA's Vice President of are working with organizations that,
here,
posione
campus
As
"important
not
while
school year Academic Affairs makes all appointleading into the '97-'9- 8
tions" are actually doing important can probably imagine, my shot in and a layer of dust is beginning to
ments to and sits on some faculty
as you read.
settle on memories that once stirred
the dark attempt to prepare-myse- lf
committees, where decisions that work. Are these things less imporThese facts would lead the und
my very soul. I often think to myshort.
fell
my
journey
for
might actually affect the outcome of tant than attending a SGA meeting
trained eye to assume that the seself, was I in Chile? did I live with
I
rny
for
fumbled
as
me,
to
making
is
sophomore
where some
nior class is a.buncb o slackers .who ,our .college career are (reportedly)
Indigenous families? did
Aymaran
the
airportof
in
passport
missing
SGA
that,
if
proposal
idiotic
another
power
real
only
SGA's
made. Since
have no interest in civic life, leaderI
the sacred city of Machu
nothinto
hike
Santiago, Chile, that probably
had the power to implement it anyis the doling out of money to orgaship, hard work, or social responsiit really some bizarre
was
Pichu?,
or
me
prepared
have
would
or
ing
could
nizations that won't spend most of way, it would be a bad idea?
bility. Some would say that seniors
an alter ego disin
which
experience
life.
my
of
months
five
next
for
the
collective
the
to
come
We have
their allotment anyway, it's not surshould feel great shame that a junthis incredible
took
guised as myself
But aside from my physical packior gave our convocation speech. I prising that this post is also held by conclusion that campus leadership
vicariously
I
living
now
which
am
bagtrip,
would suggest that these people are a senior. The Treasurer chairs the is not worth the effort. Students at ing deficiencies, the emotional
tattered
and
albums
through
photo
someis
abroad
gage of a semester
fools. Conversely, the fact that we committee that recommends who the College don't have much to comreceipts?
wherever
me
follow
will
that
thing
is
let a junior do the annoying work of gets how much, thus holding the plain about, and anything that
Being in a strange land with
wrong is beyond our ability to repair I go in life. It would be senseless for
greatest influence over SGA's greatwriting a speech (and be SGA presime to try and convey exactly what strange people crumbled my sense
in the remaining year we have left. We
dent, for that matter) proves my est power.
leadhappened to me in mind and spirit of familiarity and security and made
could be learning how to be poor
Seniors, being a class of intellecpoint that this crop of seniors is just
way for more powerful and dramatic
while traipsing around the continent
instead
or
organizations,
tual giants, have identified what is ers of useless
mentally keen.
afto surface themselves. It
emotions
probably
And
omiAmerica.
South
of
for
that
ready
getting
could
be
we
posts
other
the
The SGA Senate has proved over important, and left
me
to breakdown my own
forced
ter hearing the first few stories of the
nous being that is the real world.
with more impressive titles to junmy four years that it is an irrelevant
and build on a part
being
sense
of
I
picked
that
amoebas
And now I come to myself. As a parasites and
organization. Year after year their iors and sophomores, who don't re- I never knew existed.
that
myself
would
of
people
many
way,
the
Voice,
along
up
the
of
senior and
sort of turn a sickly green and say, But alas, part of this experience is
some might say that I break my example. Well, to be honest, it's all "Hmm, well, maybe we'll get together allowing these emotions to calm
themselves and return to the world
about the real world. I fear that my and talk about it later, I have a meetself-center-ed
once knew and a world they
they
20
me
with
leaving
for,"
late
ing
way
I'm
education at Wooster is in no
must learn to live in again. So I have
preparing me for the real world, and some rolls of film, my only consolation of a time in my life that feels as brought myself and all of my physiI have decided that I should pick up
cal and emotional baggage back to
far away as Shangri-Lsome actual skills before I embark
.
.
Wooster. But within these old be80
other
I,
or
70
along
realnow
So
out of the ivory tower and into
longings amidst these familiar surwayward travelers, am finding myity. Not that I haven't learned anyself in a predicament that I knew roundings, I am finding myself
thing here at Wooster; just the opposite, in fact perhaps I've learned would come about all too soon. I with a different lease on life. Alam back in the United States, and beit the fact that I involuntarily
too much.
more pertinent than that, I am back donated some of my physical bein Wooster, Ohio, where I begin my longings (i.e. wallet and credit
Aaron Rupert is the
C--3
of "The Wooster Voice. He has day with a meal at Lowry, where I cards) to the lurking
search the depths of my mind to find whose eager eyes scouted out
given up all student leadership
spacey travelers such as myself,
and exciting ways to procrastinew
instead
organizations and is
nate from the inevitably growing among my emotional belongings
tutoring a Chinese gradeschooler,
who lives in Wooster. The North amount of work that falls upon the I have become infected with a
yearning desire to know so much
Korean legislature comment is taken shoulders of all seniors, and where
I
more of a world I know very little
have
conversations
same
I
the
hear
by
Mike
written
from an editorial
heard since the day I set foot on this about, and it is this baggage that I
Householder '96 and Jeramiah
Jenny '96 at the end of their senior campus three years ago. But this will never leave behind.
routine is not the bane of my existyear, and it is by far the best
i
Karl Robillard is a guest
ence. I sometimes find comfort and
has
description of SGA the author
columnist for the Voice.
security in knowing that today, I will
ever seen.
'
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Think we're too hard on politicos?
and boring?
Find us
Don't just moan about it put it in

or

--

writing!

a.

Letters must arrive at the Voice office
by 5 p.m. on Tuesday. Microsoft
Word is preferred. Send disks to Box
187 or email your epistle to

voiceacs.wooster.edu
Questions? Call Sarah at ext. 3437.
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Your whining, too, can be
heard!
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The great ladybug invasion

The alternative break
Students learn about themselves
while they help those less fortunate
Courtney Funk
Last spring break approximately
twenty College of Wooster students
packed their bags, climbed into college vans, and drove to either Tennessee, Arizona or Mexico. They
all went for different reasons. Some
wanted to have fun and see new
places. Others wanted to meet new
people and experience different cultures. Some just wanted to volunteer. But for all these students, the

alternative spring break program
provided the opportunities they all
desired.
Alternative breaks have become
a tradition at

Katy Geld rich

"You get to see the reality of
people," commented Mashu Uruta
'98. His favorite experience was
staying in the home of a very poor
family. The house was tiny, yet
aunts as well as grandparents lived
with the family. Everyone slept on
the floor, and the toilet was simply
a hole in the ground.
Uruta also commented on the diversity of the people, both on the trip
and in the community. "Everyone
was from very diverse backgrounds,
but we got to know each other and
understand each other really well."
Uruta remembered a person he met
in the Mexican community: "He

spoke
Spanish.

the College.
The Break-Awa- y

experience really
changed howl look at life now.

trips
have been a
part of the
Wooster expe-

rience for almost a decade. Each
spring or win-

I

It made

somehow

things'

break,
groups of stu
ter

spoke

"This

me more socially
conscious, but it gave me a lot
of hope, too. Although there
are a lot of problems, we can
work together to change

dents travel to
various places and get involved in
community service. These experiences promote education, direct service, and reflection on important
social issues.
The students in Tennessee worked
with an agency called Sunset Gap.
With the community there, they rebuilt the trailers of two impover-

English.

But
we

under-stoo-

d

each
other."
A c

--

cording
to Nikki

Miller

.

'00, "This experience really

When the Tennessee students
weren't hammering and sawing,

changed how I look at life now. It
made me more socially conscious,
but it gave me a lot of hope, too.
Although there are tons of problems, we can work together, to
change things." ' The Wooster
Volunteer Network has planned
three alternative breaks for this
academic year. The first one will
take place during the last week of
winter break. Students will travel
to Philadelphia to work with
MANNA, an agency that provides
meals and care to some
homebound HIVAIDS patients.
Two alternative breaks are
planned for spring, A group of stu-

they hiked in the Smokies, went out

dents will travel to Detroit to

to eat in local restaurants, and

unteer with Save Our Sons and
Daughters, an organization that
works with high schools to help in
the control of inner city violence.
The second option will involve rebuilding homes with an organiza-

ished women. Students painted,
fixed roofs, and performed basic
construction work.
Deborah Stengle '99 concluded,
"It was really cool to do construction work. By the end of the week
you could see what you had done."

shopped in the nearby cities.

The second group of students
traveled to Arizona and then to

Mexico to work with Border
Links, an agency that focuses on
border and immigration issues.
These students visited factories
and ho'spitals in Mexico, as wellas
helping to build a house in the
middle of a desert. As they interacted with the communities, they
gained broader understandings of
the issues.

Thursday, September 18, 1997

friend who needed cheering up. I

I was feeling pretty blue the other
day as I slumped and slouched my
way back to my dorm after classes.
Then I looked down, and to my surprise there was-- ladybug on my
pant leg! It was as if a great weight
a

told her the story of my happy lady-bu- g
experience and offered her a
virtual ladybug to facilitate her return to the state of happiness. She
took the virtual ladybug with a smile
alfd put it in her collection of small
virtual animals.

such a thing as a male ladybug.

Jenny McComas '99 said,
"They're pretty! Supposedly when
they get stuck in halogen lamps they

smell bad." Joel Beauchman '00
waxed poetic. "A ladybug is a lady-bu- g
is a ladybug."
Maia Neuman '01 commented,

had been lifted from my
shoulders. I resumed my

-

"They keep aphids off of
roses," to which Angela
Adams '01 replied, "they
bite." An argument ensued.

normal upright, happy gait
and sharedthe news of my
joyous discovery with several passers-bI got mixed
reactions from them, some
seemed to think I was a tad
bit nutty, but others shared
in my joy.
The ladybug escorted me

Kathryne Hall '99
said,"Ladybugs are fabu-

y.

lous, mysterious creatures.

They are masters of intuition and have great fashion

sense." Carmen Hotvedt
'00 also had an opinion: "I
don't like the dead ones on

all the way back to my
dorm, and I was beginning
to wonder what to do with
mysterious creatures. They
her once I reached my deshave
masters intuition
tination. I didn't want to
just shoo her away after she
had been so kind to me, but
'
I also didn't want to bring
My travels took me to Soup and
her inside and have her die a painful death by halogen bulb. She Bread where I interviewed many
solved my dilemma by flying away people on their opinions about
I was regaled by many,
as I swiped my card. My happy
emotional state did not depart with myths about ladybugs, some of
my friend.I was glad of the short which I had heard before, and some
time we spent together. I was deof which were news, $2 me
termined to spread my newfound know that the number of
ladybug is supposed to be her age?
happiness.
My first stop was the room of a Many people wondered if there is

my Leonard Cohen CD, and
I don't like the live ones in
my ear." Brian Pruscha '98
said "I don't mind the live
ones crawling around on my
ceiling, but the dead ones on
the windowsill suck."
Craig Dorer '00 found ladybugs

"Lady bugs are fabulous,
are
great
and
of
fashion sense.'

la-dybu- gs.

very useful: "They make good
filler."
Ken Walczak '99 had a pet lady-bu- g
when he was in second grade, "I
named it Lady the Bus. It crawled
andafter about

l?yiua0ijEl
gpotoT.thry65WlK

please see LADYBUGS, page 7
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tion in Appalachia.

If you are interested in participating, you may attend an information session on Monday, Oct. 6
from 0 p.m. in Lowry 119. If
you are interested but unable to
attend, please call extention. 3308.
or write to campus box
9-1-

C-16- 09.

0"people

will ever set foot in an office
few people nave what it takes to be
a Marine Officer. Officer Candidates School (DCS) is
the first step towards preparing you for a
future beyond anything you could imagine.

few

like this. But then,

flTn

ijLiilMlkZ

1

Susan Stranahan
Careers in Journalism

Thursday 4 p.m. in Lowry 119

mt

At OCS you 'tf develop the qualities you need to be
come a Marine Officer, invaluable framing that could
lead to an exciting career in aviation. If you've got
7 n.n what H takes to be a leader of Marines, you
could get an office with a spectacular view

Officer Internship. Freshman - Senior, men and women. Leads to $3 OK
starting salary. At Student Center on 25 Sept from 1 0:00 to 1 :00
or call
1-800-84-

2-2771.

"
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Rembering last year ...
Students who spent ell orpart cf Izst year cl read share their photos end
scme of their stories front their ti:r,s cwayfrci Vibosicr. Ttiis week. Voice
production assistant Emily Cclc:;:an 'Z3 recalls the tints she spent last
taluks

Seiiz'98

cl out his junior year tn'Ciiza

i
4

t1 J
"r

1

L?

-

la.

Photo and caption by Jonanthan Seitz

,

ft.

Crosses adorn the corners cfmcr.y buildings in Cfca. Ecuador. Looking at
this one throug h the viewflndtr cf my camera, t just V. z " ou!J mXe a cool
photo. The director told me that when the build.ngs were constructed, the crosses
were added to deter men from urinating on the buildings' wu'.'.s. I was surprised,
but then again, in a developing country with few public restrootns, it makes good
sense. And this is just one of the many strange tales of my South American semester!

-

Tymowicz '0 1 said "I think we should
have more ladybugs because they
make people feel happy and tingly in-

hurting them is illegal.
Courtney White '01 said "1 think
they do us a great service by eating
all those pesky aphids, and I am in
favor of canonizing any and all la-

side."

dybugs."

Allen Ward '00 was a good source
of information: the ladybug is the
state bug of Ohio, and therefore

left Soup and Bread
knowing that other people shared
1

my loving feelings for ladybugs-thInsects you actually like

TA
COS
Study Pirtdli

R

I
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this Spring

The Oraanizatlon lor Tropical Studs m partnauhtowHh
Duki UntwmtyxXtem a lhoiiBted mmm afar oad program ft tropical
Motog
oolocy and lan American ouKui Students earn 16 eradRhoum

t

CmMtrmyt

nvtrofmentaiiOetxafxlSpe

tanswnn ifurF? uim
n
biology cultural Immersion "Mold trips
Independent proeeta roeeareh oxotlo wildlife

handt-o-

For brochure and application materials, contact
Organltattonror Tropical Studlee, Duke University
Box 90613, Durham NC 37708-061- 3
nao Oaepub.duke.edu
Tel. (910)
http:Vfww.ott.dukt.edu
684-877-

4;

belong) are a matriarchal, matriiineal, tnatrllocal grc: p. Ay days with the Mosuo Wert
(on $.53 a bottle, cheap fiammaLle alcohol) men Lkt
mostly spent talking with slightly-drun- k
these and adhniring the beauty of tlie mountains and the lake. .
,

The Betas are running!

Ladybugs
continued from page 6

Asls.tt wul.i.:$f:rabus (that was not to core t',atd,:), t got to know these three wonderful
t..cn. l..h.li:.:'::s cfa town on ti e ed.,e if L ,u Luke in China, the men din .sed theirs
views on a wide range cf su' jeets ranging from a warwi.h another village decade s ago to the
foreigners l.'.Jf l,ave passed Virc?h lately. The btosuo (the ethnicity to which these men

e-m- ail:

Application deadline tor 1896 Spring

semester la October

15, 1997

e

Aaron Rupert
In years past, the men of Beta
Kappa Phi have done their traditional run in the winter. To the first
years reading this, the Betas will be
running across a
quad,
and they won't be dressed for the
weather. But now a new tradition is
forming, and the Betas will be running clothed and for good cause. The
second annual "60 Mile Pitch" charity drive is in full swing, and, on
Thursday, Sept 25, thirty Beta; will
take turns running a baseball from
Armington Quad to Jacobs Field in
Cleveland. This year they are raising
money for People to People Ministries, an organization that provides assistance to Wayne County residences,
"We wanted to raise awareness
about People to People," said John
Huge '98. Last year the Betas raised
$3000 for Boys Village, a home for
troubled adolescent males that Beta
members work with on a weekly basis. Their goal Is once again $3000,
ami they hope to raise the money from
administration, faculty and student
donations. The Betas began their
snow-covere-

d

fundraising efforts this summer, and
will be in Lowry during lunch time
on Friday and the following Monday
and Wednesday. Donations can range
from $50 for sponsoring a mile to $5
for sponsoring
of a mile. Donations can also be sent through the
one-fif- th

mail, making checks payable to

"People to People Ministries " they
can be sent to box
People to People Ministries, a ecumenical organization supports emergency needs in Wayne County, has
given over $1 million in' assistance,
and given over 1000 children school
supplies and clothing among its other
charitable actions.
The run starts on Thursday morning at 7 a.m. in front of Armington
Hall, where then President R. Stanton
Hales will be tossing the first pitch to
the first Beta runner. The Scot Pipers
will also be present for the ceremony,
"If anyone wants to come out and sup
port us at the crack of dawn," said Beta
member Rob Harrington '99, "we'd
really appreciate It" The Betas then
take shifts running the ball up Routes
3 and 42, finally ending up at the Bob
Feller statue In front of Jacobs field.
C-20- 60.

"Another reason we are doing this,"
said Huge, 'Is to raise awareness that
the Greeks are not just hard core
partiers. We do make a positive contribution to the community."
Last year's run was a massive success, and according to the Betas was
a good time as well. One Cleveland
television station broadcast the starting ceremony live at Armington Quad,
and two other stations picked up the
story. A few Cleveland radio stations
gave live updates on the Beta's run.
It seems that the fundraising Is the
difficult part, the running is relatively
easy. "It's a day with your friends,
goofing around in a bus," said Huge.
The Betas ran into some interesting characters on their run last year.

When stopping in an elementary
school to use their bathroom, a
teacher who had heard about the run
stopped the Betas and asked them to
come in and give a small speech about
community service. During the run
the Betas also met a man wearing
what Harrington called "a Big Cheese
outfit" doing work for a nearby business. "The Big Cheese gave us money
on the spot" said Harrington.

A&E
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Debbie Krudwig '99 was introduced
to Moxy at a concert in Oberlin last
year. Krudwig says of her experience, "I had no clue what I was getting into, but I ended up loving it."
Krudwig went to a second concert
in Cleveland, vrtiere she said, "They

n

sang 'Happy Birthday' to me.
They're fun like that."
Moxy Friivous concerts are indeed fun for all. The band's crazy

Photo Courtesy op Bottom Linb Records
From their latest album, "Bargainville.

q Charity

for friends and family, but instead,

Babcock

forty-tw- o

They call themselves Moxy

thousand copies were

Friivous. But if you ask anyone
who knows them what this means,
the only answer you'll receive is a

sold. This "indie tape" is extremely
rare and valuable to Moxy fans, as
it features their popular rap .version
of "Green Eggs and Ham." The

strange look. According to the
band, "It's ,a couple of nonsense

indie recording placed Moxy
Friivous on Canada's Independent

words, two great tastes that taste
great together." Moxy Friivous, a

Charts and they won the CAS BY
Award for Favorite New Group.
Moxy was also given opportunities

four-ma- n
band from Ontario,
Canada, began in 1990 and has
been taking the music scene by
force ever since. They have been

compared to They Might be Giants
and Barenaked Ladies, but fans will
attest to the fact that they have a
distinct sound unlike any other.

Mike Ford. Jean Ghomeshi,
Murray Foster and David Matheson
knew each other in high school, bjit
went their separate ways for college

before returning home again.
Ghomeshi, who plays percussion
and flute for Moxy, and Foster, the
bass man, had played together in a

band before meeting up with
Matheson and Ford to form Moxy
Fruvous.
They began by busking on the

streets of Ontario and playing
twenty-minut- e
sets at a local theatre. Soon, their catchy tunes and
harmonies drew in large crowds of
two hundred and more. They were
discoverd by the Canada Broadcasting Company who commis-

to open for Bob Dylan and
Barenaked Ladies.

Their first

full-leng-

album,

th

Bargainville. was a huge success
and continues to be many Moxy
fans' favorite album. Moxy began
the Bargainville tour in fall of 1993
and have been touring since. Their
second album, "Wood," was not released in the United States, and is
only available by order or at Moxy
Fruvous concerts. The B album was
their third, and is mainly comprised

of "satirical bits and oddities."
Moxy's latest album is titled "You
Will Go to the Moon," and was released in the U.S. under the indelabel Bottom
pendent grass-rooLine Records.
Moxy Fruvous prefers to take a
low-ke- y
approach to their music. At
a recent concert, Moxy explained
that they don't want to go "mainstream," but are content continuing
as they are, playing at small clubs
for their intimate audiences. They
ts

sioned Moxy to write satirical

encouraged fans to "spread the

songs about local issues for a
e
radio show.
Their success was so great that
in early 1992, they decided to
record a cassette of their songs.
Moxy Friivous originally expected
to only make one thousand copies

word," however, claiming
as the secret of their success.
And the word is spreading. Every year, as more and more people
harare exposed to Moxy's
monies and zany lyrics, the band's
mailing listgrows longer and longer.

drive-hom-

r

word-of-mou-

th

up-be- at

antics and banter with the audience
are entertaining, as are their improv
skills and their ability to create harmonies and songs at a moment's
notice.
At one concert, Moxy invited an
audience member up on stage to
play the guitar while they fixed a

broken string. The man played
twenty seconds of an original piece
before becoming too embarrassed to
go on. Ghomeshi asked him if he
would like to hear what his song
would sound like in four-paharmony, and the band broke into perfect harmony, improvising on the
song that they had just heard for
the first time.
There are many Moxy Friivous
fans at The College of Wooster. one
of them being Jeff Bird '98. Bird
rt

first saw Moxy during

their

Bargainville tour in 1993 in Buffalo,
NY. He was skeptical at first, but
he says that after the first concert,
"I was totally hooked ... Every time
I go I try to take someone new..."
John Pollack '99 shares a similar
opinion of the group: "They talked
with the crowd, they danced with the
crowd. They weren't just playing
music."
Pollack and Christy Rauch '99
play Moxy Friivous' music on their
acoustic and folk radio show on
Wednesdays from 6 to 8 p.m., so if
you are interested in hearing the
sounds of Moxy Friivous, check
them out there. Or, for the more
adventurous, see Moxy Friivous in
Columbus at Ludlows on Oct. 8 and
Cleveland at The Odeon on Nov. 6.
j

"a visionary picnic"
is a theater I.S. production
which needs women of all
backgrounds, ages and
levels of experience to
act and write.

at 6 p.m. in Underfreed.
-

y
Monday-Frida6 a.m.-- 6 p.m.
Saturday 6:30 a.m.-- 5 p.m.
Sunday 7 a.m.-- 5 p.m. '

.

Buy 3 Bagels Get 3 Free

Located near Freedandere in Downtown WoogSor

The

Circle on the Square

0p

:

Now, at the age of 86, Vivian
Ouellet is successfully recovering

As people walked past the paintings of various flowers that were on
exhibit at the Lowry Center last
week, they could not help but be attracted to them by their vibrance and
sense of life. The essence captured
in these paintings is the essence of

the woman who created them.
Vivian Ouellet has had what many
would consider to be a tragic life, but
her inspiration to paint has come as
therapy to the setbacks she has encountered.
Ouellet was confronted with hardship early in her life. As a child,
she never knew her father; he rode
the rails, going from town to town
to find work. When she was fourteen, her mother passed away, and
Ouellet spent her early adolescence
in poverty.
It was in high school that she was
first introduced to painting when, as
a senior, she was encouraged to take
a freshman art course. Although she
originally wanted to be a writer, she
found solace in the work and has
been painting for the past 67 years.
Since that time she has taken private lessons and lessons from the
Cleveland Institute of Art. As she
said. "You must know the rules before you break them." After' several
years of copying the ideas and con
cepts of others, she decided it was
time to create originals.
Eventually. Ouellet married and
later had a daughter. Jane. Jane was
also gifted in the arts, but she pursued the performing arts as opposed
to the visual. Unfortunately, Ouellet
faced the prospect of losing members of her family yet again; her
husband and daughter passed away
in the same year. She turned to
painting to give her the strength to
continue on in her life.

For more information,
please contact

liana Brownstein
ext. 3534

from radiation treatment that she has
undergone due to cancer. Throughout her life she has encountered tragedy that would crush the spirits of
most people. Her artwork really
seems to be her savior in these dire
times. She referred to her painting
as "therapy," and said that "art saved
me from loneliness " The healing
power of her works is evident in the
bright, vibrant colors of the flowers
and the sense of reality and emotion
that they express.
Although Ouellet is interested in
painting as therapy, she hopes that
the flowers that she has painted
reach out to people as a "healing
hug" and that some will find the
works as an inspiration because "everyone has iinside of them." Surprisingly, this was the first time that
- her artwork has been on display, but
countless others have been able to
reap the benefits of her work as she
has given away much of her collection. For Ouellet this seems like
the first success in a lifetime of trials and tribulations.
It is hard to do justice to such a
person as Ouellet. She is an individual who should be
to ull. Instead of giving in to life
when alt was' bleak, she followed
what was' a comfort to her and derived joy from it. Her remarkable
works of art are merely a reflection
of the wonderful person that she is.
In a life where it seems thut little
has gone right,
has
found happiness in the one venture
thut has gone well, and everyone she
reaches is fortunate to have shared' '
in it with her.
Although her artwork is no longer
on display, anyone wishing to view
the works may contact Judith Jacob
at
an-inspiruti-

on

Vivian-Ouelle-

264-588-

t

7.

Beginning Friday at

Cinemark

Movies 10

Women!

Auditionsinterviews will
be held Sunday, Sept. 28
Hours:

Kevin Egan

A Thousand Acres (R)
1:20, 4:20, 7:20, 9:40 p.m.
Conspiracy Theory (R)
1:00,7:00 p.m.
The Game (R)
1:10,4 :1 0,7:10, 10:00 p.m.
GIJane(R)
1:25,4:25, 7:35, 10:05 p.m.
Money Talks (R)
4:00,9:50 p.m.
Mimic (R)
1:45,4:45, 7:45,10:15 p.m.
Hoodlum (R)
9:30 p.m.
Wes Craven's Wishmast (R) 1:40,4:40,7:40,9:55 p.m.
Excess Baggage (PG-11:15,4:15, 7:15 p.m.
Air Force One (R)
1:05,4:05,7:05, 9:45 p.m.
Fire Down Below (R)
1:35, 4:35, 7:35, 10:10 p.m.
In and Out (PG-11:30, 4:30,7:30, 9:35 p.m.
3)

3)

--

n

p.m. shows are Sat., Sun., Mon., Wed. only.
Sorry, no passes.
Located across the street from Wal-Ma- rt
near Fazoli's.
1-

-2
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A mutant by any other name
Hlfto v 0 (maim
Sally Thklen

deeper, and dirtier and make the

Having lived and worked in New
York City last semester, I

consider

myself quite knowledgeable about
the vermin of this metropolis' underworld.
No, I'm not talking about burly,
pinkie ring wearing men affectiond
Louie. I'm
ately named
talking about the rodents and other
bacteria-infeste- d
nature friends that
inhabit the subways.
In fact, I have given money to
what I thought was just another
Dog-Face-

ill-shav-

down-trodde- n,

en

pan-handl-

er

only to discover had just
handed my train fare to a
sewer rat. At least the rats
could pass as somewhat cuddly; it's
their crustacean friends that have
I

well-dress-

ed

actually forced me to flee from Penn
Station, flinging my purse behind
me to soothe the wild pest.

When an epidemic called
Stridden Disease takes over the city
and claims every child under twelve
as its victim, entomologist Susan
Tyler, played by Mlra Sorvlne, creates a mutant Insect avenger named
"the Judas" to kill the plague's transmitter, the cockroach.
Three years later, well after the
genetically engineered bug should
have met its extinction, Tyler comes
face to snout with the monster she
had created, that is now determined
to take over the Big Apple in a big,

goopyway.
Tyler, with her husband Dr. Peter
Mann, played by Jeremy Northam,
in tow, descends into the bowels of
the subway system to attempt to stop
these evil creatures from taking over
the city (a fate supposedly worse
than the already disastrous state of
Cats' long run on Broadway).
While duklng it out with the
fiends, Tyler and Mann dis- -

The story for Quillermo Del

Toro's film "Mimlc"may not be

bugs bigger, uglier and more indestructible (yeah, I know it quite
stretches the imagination), and you
have a story frightening enough to
scare even us hardened New York
types.

in-

credibly imaginative but it does
combine two of the scariest things
known to humankind: the subways
of New York and the insects of New
York.

six-legg- ed

Now make the subways darker,

Sunday

Homecoming Bonfire &
Pep Rally
7 p.m., near the baseball field.

Classic Film: A Streetcar
.
Named Desire
Aud.
p.m.,
Mateer
7:30
The film is brought to you by

Homecoming Dance
10 p.m.-- 2 a.m.. Wild Video
Dance Party. Lowry Center

the SAB free of charge.

;

Tuesday

Ballroom.

Intecsectlons

Saturday
Small House and Hall
Decorating Contest
10 a.m.

7:45 p.m., Exploring the relationship between faith and vocation.
Office of Campus Ministries
:

'

Wednesday

;

Homecoming Parade and ;
Float Competition

Harry W. Eberts, Lecture
"The Meaning and Challenge
of Covenant The New Testament and After." 7:30 pjn.,
Lean Lecture Hall, Wishart

"

12:30 p.m.

;hv?

.--

;X

"

.-

Movie: Jerry MagulreV 0
7:30 and 10:30 p.m., Mateer
Cost is $1.00

Play: John and Teddy
8 p.m. Freedlander Theatre

...
--

r

Submissions to This Week in

Art should be send to box
Attention: Babcock or
Ucht, or call the Voice office
atx2598.
C-318-

''

:'

cover that the creatures have evolved
to look like their predator: the human. With a pulsing score composed
--

by Marco Beltrami, the movie
courses along leaving little time for
character or story development but
giving the audience enough shots of
mucous and gooey bits to fear a head
cold for a long time. ,
Visually the film delivers wonderfully; everything fronvthe opening
montage of bug specimens to the
dripping and dark subway scenes to
the whirring creatures were amazingly vivid. The creepy ecawlles

7,

Football fire and fun
Like a phoenix from the ashes, so

does Homecoming Weekend rise
above the tedious landscape of
Wooster weekends to entertain and
amuse its all too captive audience.
So, lest you miss out, we've done
the legwork for you (opening the
Calendar of Events), and this is what
we've come up with.
The good times begin on Friday
when Wooster alumni will flock to
the Underground for a special
"Homecoming Happening Happy

Hour"

S

were frightening and realistic
enough to make you wish you

to

1

brought along some Insecticide.
The brilliant effects almost made
up for the shallow, unoriginal script

N o t
only is it

that did not follow through with
some of the most interesting points

tive, but
the beer is reasonably priced.
Those students under 2 1 years old
will have to be patient for two more
hours before they begin their celebration, but their patience will be
rewarded by getting to see a whole
bunch of stuff burn.

that could have possibly resulted in
an even scarier ending.
Feeling nostalgic, I actually did
enjoy this movie. 1 was reminded of
my days in New York City, where
giving up your seat on the subway
train for an oversized cockroach Is
not subject to a movie, it's just everyday life.

p.m.
allitera

This, of course, refers to the
"Homecoming Bonfire and Pep
Rally," which begins at 7 p.m. and
which will takejlaegsomewhere

"""""

'

,V

Nathaniel Barr
Another major event, for this
Homecoming Weekend, Saturday
night performance of "John and
Teddy" at 8 p.m. in Freedlander
Theatre. This Phyllis Webster play
relates the meeting, and subsequent
friendship, of President Theodore
Roosevelt and conservationist John
Muir during a camping trip in
Yosemite National Park. Drawn
from the writings of both men, a
quarter of the play's lines are the
actual words spoken by Roosevelt
and Muir.
The play stars Wooster's Richard
Figge as Rooseyelt and the interDowling as Muir. Figge teaches in
the German department and is a Fixture of the College's theater productions. Dowling is associated with
the Great Lakes Shakespeare The- -,
aire, The Abbey Theatre, and was
a visiting professor of Theatre at
Wooster in 1986.
According to Figge, the play is a
"wonderful human document" that
illuminates how two men with very

different personalities came to
share a mutual understanding and
a warm friendship.
A theme of the. play is the com.-- .

near the baseball field. Look for the
flames.
Since the bonfire was rained out
last year, expectations are running
high for this year's celebration, After all, the football team is on a roll,
i.S. is SO years old, the first year
class is gigantic, and it's Just generally a good time to be at Wooster.
As Angel Jemlgan '00 pointed out,,
the bonfire is "a celebration of the
school that you go to," So, If you
want to celebrate the school that you
go to (Wooster), you'll want to keep
the bonfire in mind.

For
SAB
Those students under 21 years old will Presh
have to be patient ... but their patience dent
will be rewarded by getting to see a Megan
Queen
whole bunch of stuff burn.
' 9 9,

from

nationally known actor Vincent

,.V'.'

Illusionist: Craig Karges
9 p.m. McGaw.

.
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Nathaniel Barr

Roosevelt
to visit

Friday

A&E

Photo
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Richard Figge, professor on

lmf

mon interest in conservation held by
Muir and Roosevelt. Muir made
protecting the environment his life's
work, while Roosevelt made it a
hallmark of his presidency. Figge
noted the connection between Muir,
who became president of the Sierra
Club, and current Sierra Club president and 1997 Forum speaker Adam
Werbach. He further suggested that
attending "John and Teddy" would
be an excellent preparation for
Werbach 's speech because the play
"brings out Muir's original vision."
Figge stresses, however, that the
play is not frivolous
propaganda but is a compelling drama which transcends the
pro-environm-

ent

obvious theme of environmental
protection. He believes that the production is, "hugely entertaining and
moving, and that's what theater
shouid.be.::-- :.
.......

however, the night will still be young
when the final flames of the bonfire
have been extinguished. In her opin-

ion, Friday night's "Wild Video
Dance Party," from 10 p.m. to 2 a.m.
in the Lowry "Ballroom," will be the
highlight of the weekend.
For this annual event, the College
hires some dudes who set upborne
enormous screens on which to show
the video for the song that everyone
is dancing to in a wild manner, Although .Woody Shew '98 complains,
"the people in the videos always
dance better than I do," it still promises to double your sensory experience of the songs and might even
be a chance to learn some new
moves. Regardless, it is the closest
the weekend offers to a traditional
Homecoming dance.
Tt would be best not to bo too
"wild," however, because there is
still plenty of Homecoming fun to
be had. On Saturday morning at 10
a.m., SAB will be conducting its
Small House and Hall Decorating
Contest. Not only will your living
space be more interesting if you
participate, but there is the potential for cash.
At 12:30 p.m., the Homecoming
Parade and Float Competition will
commence to wind its way through
campus. This event is fairly
but suffice it to say
that you'll see your friends in pickup trucks and that you'll probably
get some candy to eat during the
football game. The game, of course,
is against Denison and begins at
1:30 p.m.
Cappfhg off the evening and the
weekend will be a performance by
illusionist Craig Karges at 9 p.m. in
McGaw Chapel. Karges is a leader
in the field of illusion with performances on "The Tonight Show",
CNN. and "Larry King Live" under
his belt. He has been known to levitate objects and even to read minds.
As SAB's Chemeli Kipkorir '00
stated, it will be. "an exciting cond
weekend." .
clusion to. a
self-explanato-

fun-fille-

ry,

.
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Lady

Scot soccer splits two games in tough week

soccer
stopped

Luke Lindberg

bit. With Brad Pierce on the bench,
Ford knew he was going to have to

The Wooster Fighting Scot

1- -0

third loss of the season and it
dropped their overall record to
Yesterday, they travelled to John
Carroll and tfiey host Denison for
Homecoming, where they can hopefully turn things around.
Despite Saturday's loss, however,
the Lady Scots do appear to be re1--

3.

covering from the early season
slump that they were fn. Leading the
way for theScots has been the powerful veteran triumvirate of Chaya
Cashin '99, Annie Gillespie '98, and
Melissa Eging '98. Cashin, a native
of Bay Village, Ohio, has recorded
the Lady Scots only goal so far this

John Carroll Blue Streaks on
Wednesday. For their next three
games, the Scots will remain at
home, beginning with a two o'clock
Homecoming match-u- p
with
Denison on Saturday.
After opening up the year at
the Scots continued their winning
ways with a suprising 2 overtime
1-0-

-1,

fought victory. Leading the way
were goal scorers Adam Comett 98,
Mike Sistili '99, and Wooster native Brian Hansen '98. Brad Pierce
'99, according to the stat keeper,
assisted on all three goals.
Defensively in the Bethany game,
straight game in the net. To date,
Patsch has played all 270 minutes
of the season. After another impressive showing in the Bethany game,
dropped to an impressive 1.3 goals
per game.
After polishing off Bethany, the
Scots had some more overwhelming stats to brag about. They had
outweighed all their opponents in
assists by a 1 margin. Much of
their passing success has come from
their strong midfield play and the
fast and timely runs made by the
Scot forwards and midfielders. In
the middle of the field, Jon Freeman
'99 has been overpowering, beating
all his opponents to loose balls and
using his speed to get around defenders, therefore opening up the
field for the rest of the teafnc Forwards Brian Hansen and Mike Sistili
have made timely runs, and balls hit
into the upper third of the field by
Adam Comett, Brad Pierce, and
Ryan Catteau '98, have made scoring opportunities possible. If the

1- -0

owns the Lady Scots only win,
shutwhich happened to be a
out against Mount Union.
Despite the more impressive
1- -0

showing against Kalamazoo,
which turned into a heartbreaking
overtime loss after a
90
minutes, the Lady Scots schedule will
get no easier. Next week, they have
ht

to deal with two harsh matches.
They travel to national power
Wilmington on Wednesday and
host perennial league foothold Ohio
Wesley an on Saturday. Good Luck!

.

Adam Evans '01 kept the Blue
Streaks out of the net early on.
About a half hour into the first half,
in fact, Carroll threatened and had
the ball in the Scots penalty box for
a full ten seconds before it was fi-

nally safely cleared by Adam
Cornett.
John Carroll eventually did break
through the Scot defense, however,
as Brian Cavalier '99, took the ball

2--

ue

1--

m0X

:

Photo By David Heisserer
Scot forward Brian Hansen '98 fights for possession of the ball on Wednesday.
down the far side of the field and
sent the ball by a diving Patsch, giv- ing the Blue Streaks a 1 0 lead. This
goal would prove to be the only
score in the first half.
During the second half of play, the
Fighting Scots exploded just as the
sun began to come out. For the first
ten minutes of the half, Hansen
--

and Cornett ran some nifty one
two passes, narrowly missing
goals on several occasions.
One aspect of the game that kept
the Scots out of the John Carroll net
was the very poor officiating that
overshadowed the game. The
official's whistle remained silent as
the Scot forwards were physically
harassed by John Carroll all after-

noon.

The referee should be

ashamed of himself after his performance in this game, as his failure to
blow the whistle resulted in more
than a few lost opportunities. A key

moment occurred in the 35th
minute of the first half as Kyle
Abraham knifed through two Blue
Streak defenders and was clearly
headed for a breakaway. Before he
reached the green Utopia in front
of him, however, he was clearly
thrown down by a John Carroll defender. The referee, however, was
apparently busy concentrating on
the ground at the time and the foul
went unpunished.

The Blue Streaks struck again

--

midway through the second half as
they improved their lead to 0 on a
shot from the top of the penalty box.
With a half an hour remaining, the
Scots realized that they had their
work cut out for them.
Wooster certainly didn't give up,
however, as the Scots scored their
first and only goal of the game with
under ten minutes remaining. With
the entire tsaoan attack, the Scots
engineered a goal as Brian Hansen
hit a beautiful ball through the box
to Kyle Abraham '01, who lofted a
shot over the keeper's head, off the
far post, and into the goal. This was
Abraham's first career goal but certainly not his last.
In the waning minutes of the
game, John Carroll put on their best
stall tactics. One Blue Streak wasted
about five minutes with an injury
that appeared to be a painful hangnail. John Carroll eventually held on
for the 1 victory.
The Scots are home again on Saturday for their annual Homecoming match, this year with Denison,
at 2 p.m. The remainder of the
week, the Scots take on Marietta
on Wednesday and host Walsh the
following Saturday. Good Luck!
2--

2--

Tan
With Us
summer may be fading,
but you don't have to
thanks to Tan With Us

3,

Nancy Anderson
Susan Clayton
Marian Cropp
Heather Fitz Gibbon
Pam Frese

ShilaGarg
--

opponent. Head Coach Graham
Ford juggled-- he- - starting line-up
a--

...

A group of faculty and staff who are available to confidentially assist
survivors of, or those who know survivors of sexual assault.
For assistance contact:

Carroll, who dropped a 1 overtime
decision to the Scots just a year ago.
non-leag-

it

SURVIVOR SUPPORT SYSTEM

nent was Cleveland area John

into the

'

Carroll net.
John Carroll kept the pressure on
the Scots as well, however, sending
some dangerous crosses across the
Wooster penalty box. Some nice
saves by Patsch and a couple of nice
clears by Loic Pritchett '00 and

Scots continue to both pass and

W

,

Chris

Abraham narrowly missed connecting with the veteran. Jon Freeman kept the pressure on the Blue
Streaks, as well, unleashing a fantastic shot from the top of the penalty box at the 37:30 mark, narrowly missing the back of the John

move well, they should perform well
against the remainder of their opponents.
On Wednesday, the Fighting
Scots returned "home for the first of
four straight games at Carl Dale
Memorial Soccer Field. Their oppo-

matchup at a less than stellar
the Blue Streaks were looking for a
much needed victory.
The Scots, on the other hand,
were trying to stay on a roll, hoping
to add a third win to their already
impressive early season record.
Due to injuries and to the fact that
they were facing a different type of

p.

nice run across the box as

5--

Coming

Want to cover
Field, Hockey
for the Voice?
..Call Luke at'
x4270.:

'

Matt Patsch '99 .started his third

his goals per game average had

line-u-

Cantwell '99 and Chuck Draper '99
that was
both came into a line-u- p
plagued by injuries. Kyle Abraham
'01 also got a rare start in the
backfield, as he rounded out the
starting eleven.
The game opened up under pretty
drab conditions. A slight drizzle fell
as the Scots handled the kick-of- f,
making loose balls an adventure to
handle and slide tackles impossible
to control. These conditions would
overshadow and ultimately have an
effect on the outcome of the game.
Keeping the game close at the
beginning, the Scots had some nice
two man action from Draper and
Abraham. In the first moments of
the game, in fact. Draper made a

Bethany College on Saturday. Veterans carried the team to the hard

last
Wooster edge Mount Union
week. Gillespie recorded the assist.
Eging, on the other hand, is working on accomplishments of a more
long reaching type. According to
News Services, Eging needs only
two more assists to move into fourth
place on the Lady Scots all time assist leaders board.
The
loss to Kalamazoo featured not only strong Scot teamwork, but also a rejuvenated spirit
in the Lady Scots that wasn't evident in the past few games. Cashin,
Eging, and Gillespie led the team,
but impressive work was also made
by some new first years. Overall,
Jessica Critchlow '01 has been impressive in goal, recording 26 saves
in three appearances. She also
1- -0

into the starting

3--

victory over nationally ranked

season, the score that helped

hard-foug-

younger players in order to make up
for Pierce's absence and pull off
another difficult victory. The starting line-u- p was led as usual by veterans Brian Hansen, Adam Comett,
Mike Sistili, and Ryan Catteau. Matt
Patsch started his fourth consecutive
game in the net for the Fighting
Scots.
Unlike normal, however, Ford inserted some new but familiar faces

Saturday and losing at home to the

The College of Wooster-- Lady
Scot soccer team returned to action
dethis week as they dropped a
cision to Kalamazoo College in
overtime. It was the Lady Scots'

5

TF

get strong production from his

soc-

cer team split two games this week,
defeating Bethany on the road on

Luke Lindberg
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Carroll Meyer
Mary.Young.

Hygeia
Kauke 31
Gault Alumni Center
Kauke 7
Kauke 8
Taylor 106
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for 30 days
now only $25!
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Jacobs Field needs to act more like a baseball stadium
was in fact a playground. Oh. lovely.
I thought. I think it's a fantastic idea
to waste an Indians ticket on a kid
who doesn't even care about the
game! Fantastic idea! Did they have
a team of monkeys working around
the clock on this one? As I stood by
the slide, watching the little tikes
having their fun, I saw two middle

game like I usually do, not socializbasis and peed in the sinks. Those
ing with my friends and talking were the real fans. These people that
about business like the rest of the surround me now at Jacobs Field are
Cleveland fans, when all of a
just poor substitutes for fans that
den Danielle sits back down with a' once existed in my hometown.
To get back to my point however;
huge garden salad and a
cappuccino! I couldn't believe it! let's talk food. In the course of my
walk, I ran into quite
This is a baseball game. Where stadium-lon- g
are the hot dogs, the cracker jacks a few interesting food stands. First
and the bottomless jouvenir there was the Asian food stand, then
there was the Italian food stand, then
Cokes? This wasn't a damn Italian bistro for the love of God, there was the deli sandwich stand.
this was baseball. Or it used to be Come on, this is getting way out of
anyway, until Cleveland knocked hand. Can I please get a hot dog? I
wondered as I continued on my indown the old stadium.
So while Danielle was working on ning long trek- Despite all these travesties, howher seven course feast complete with
silverware and a cute little doily, I ever, I saw the mother of all insults
decided to do a little experiment. I at the end of my long and painful
started to scope out Jacobs Field. I'd voyage. I was nearing my seat when
I saw something far off in the disnever really done this before because I refuse to associate with tance. I could have been mistaken,
but it looked like a playground! ! As
many of the people at the games
I got closer, edging my way through
who actually call themselves basethe socialites and businessmen, (I
ball fans. I miss Cleveland Stadium,
acthink I ran into a few pretty-bo- y
where people yelled like Vikings,
exposed themselves on a regular tors on the way there), I saw that it

aged mothers standing by the
playground's entrance. These two
die hard baseball fans were wearing Indians uniforms and drinking

cappuccinos, looking like the
epitome of worthless fans. Frankly,
these two women had no right being within the general vacinity of the
baseball stadium. At the old sta-

dium, they would have gotten
trampled; at this place they reflect
the norm.
The uniforms that they had on
their backs had no business being
there. It almost made me physically
ill. Luckily, I hadn't had anything
to eat yet since I didn't know how
to speak Cantonese and order from

Volleyball competes for tourney crowns
DePauw. DePauw recovered, after the Scots won the first game,

Mike Suszter
The women's volleyball team
traveled to Keiiyon this past week-

to take the next three and the
i match, which 'was scored
12-1- 5,

end to participate in the GLCA tournament. The team entered the tournament with a record of one win and
five losses. They parted the tournament with a 8 record. The Lady
Scots played sixteen games against
four other teams; Oberlin, Kenyon,
DePauw, and Kalamazoo.

15--

8,

15-1- 3,

15--

8.

The Lady Scots

seemed to run out of steam by the
final match of the day. Kalamazoo
d i s -

Schroeder 98, and Rose Dombroski
'99 follow her up with .4 DPG.
Stanton also leads the team in serv-- "
ing per

centage

with a

players added some outstanding
.950
three
straight statistics to their totals for the season. percent.
games, Leading the team in the most difficult, This
team is
15- but most important aspect of the
'Very
3,
strong
with the game, defense, is Paige Stanton '98
behind
exception with .8 digs per game.
t h e
of the last
2L 2
serving
match,

The Scots won the first match
against Oberlin. After winning the

15--

first two games, Oberlin returned
the favor and took the next two.
This left thefinal game of the

7,

Wooster won the fiftnTiKa nerve

the team played good volleyball
and the scores reflect that.
During this tournament the
booster players added some
outstanding statistics to tneir totals
fon the season. Leading the team in

racking 2 manner. Thetady
Scot's next task was the host teat!
Kenyon. The Lady Scots lost this
match 3 games to 1. This same
fate fell upon the Scots in the outcome of the next match against
15-1-

line. There are nine total players
with a serving percentage of .8 or
better. The team also has a good
amount of service aces. The team's
total ace count is 60, but one player

recorded almost a quarter of that
total; Mandy Rearick '00. Rearick
has 13 aces to go along with her

ftPATPACCC

Alumni Career Law Panel

If you do, you must attend an upcoming Party Contract Workshop.

Saturday, Sept. 20 at 10 a.m.

Scovell05

Party Contract Workshops

hifComstock '85

September 22, If
7 p.m. to 9 P.M.
Limited Space: For reservations call x2498

,

...

exceptions.

-

-

:

:

J

Taoqueline Musaochia '85

Comstock, Springer &
Wilson

Attorney at Law

Wes Dumas '74

StuartMUIer'69

Wesley A. Dumas, Sr. and
Associates

a Party Contract you must be of legal drinking age and have

attended a party contract workshop. Remember, you need three
momivrc nf vmir nraanizatinn to si en a contract There will be no

3,

ne

Wooster heads into the home

game against Denison at 0 for the
first time since 1987. Denison is
after defeating Muskingum
Denison is a solid program,"
Barnes said. They have won four
of their last six games. It is definitely
the best Denison team we have
played in two years. They have a lot
of confidence right now."
2--

Do You Plan To SignParty Contracts?

To sign

63-ya- rd

one-on-o-

15-- 7

match to decide4he victor.

continued from page 12

and hit him instride for a
touchdown. The Scots went up 10-with 4:40 left in the third quarter.
We had the luxury of having Sean
Malone," Barnes said. "I have faith
in Rich Judd; when you are quarterback you are always under the microscope and it just wasn't his day."
Barnes attributed Mahaffey's being
team statistics, but the team needs open to the attention demanded by
to find a way to spread the wealth Brandon Good '99. By commiting
around now. The stats show hoWpa safety to Good's side of the field,
with
Mahaffey was left
four or five individuals are carrying the entire team. Let's hope the his man. Barnes said that he will not
team can do just that in their next announce next week's starter against
tournament, which is at home on Denison until Saturday.
Give credit to Grove City," Barnes
Saturday. Wooster will be hosting
said. "Their 'get in your face' disruptNotre Dame, Ohio Dominican,
and Defiance. The matches are at ing defensive philosophy never al1 1 a.m., 1 p.m. and 3 p.m respeclowed us to find a consistent tempo.
1
pressure resulted in long yard1
SatThe
is
a
early on
tively. I know
urday morning, but I am sure the age situations. We made some poor
decisions and a lot of dropped
team would appreciate your support, especially as the season passes could' ve been big plays."

game. Nicole Scott 01, Jenny

mantled During this tournament the Wooster
them in

2--

team leading 1.8 points per game.
The Scots seem to have five primary
passers: Rose Dombroski, Paige
Stanton, Connie Piontkowski '00,
Nicole Scott, and Jenny Schroeder.
Scott seems to be taking on most of
the passing responsibility. She has
passed 138 serves. These five passers
have an average passing percentage
of 57 percent.
These are some very impressive

the most difficult, but most important-aspect
of the game, defense, is
Paige Stanton '98 with .8 digs per

Football

.

Wayne County Municipal

Court

1-

-1

24-1- 6.

EASY j
$25hr. Must be able to speak
to groups of H.S. students (100
people for 10 min), have own
transportation, and be responsible. Must have at least one
day M-- F wo classes between 8
a.m. and 3 p.m.
Call
1-800-4-

Food at the ballpark. Yeah, OK,
this is kind of a ridiculous topic. But
really, for those of us who are from
Cleveland and who have been to
Jacobs Field recently, does it seem
like the cuisine has taken over the
scope of the entire field? Everywhere I look there are different
types of food that, frankly (good
pun, huh?), don't belong at the
ballpark.
Take this as an example. I went
to a Tribe garnethis summer with a
friend of mirfe'f Mow she. doesn't go
to a lot of Indians games, so like
most of the people in attendance at
Jacobs Field that night, she was not
a real Indians fan. My definition of
a real Indians fan is not someone
who judges their baseball knowledge by what the nightly song will
be on the Wahoo Jukebox.
Anyway, it was the third inning
and Danielle got up to get something
to eat. I'm sitting there enjoying the

that stand or pay the price for the
eight dollar pastries that they were
selling at the Italian Bistro. Luckily, I just had the dry heaves.
I eventually got back td$my seat
and got there just in time to see
Danielle finish her salad. I refused
to talk to her. by the way, until all
the cappuccino was out of my sight.
I informed her that if the next thing
she bought to eat wasn't a hot dog.
then she was walking home. Luckily she listened.
So in short, let's remember what's
important when we go to a baseball
game. Is it the jumbo scoreboard in
left field? No. Is it the fun and informative children's playground?
cuisine?
No. Is it the world-wid- e
Uh. no. Here's a unique suggestion.
When you go to a baseball game,
try watching the game and eating
food made out of mystery meat. If
this isn't for you, then don't go.
Give your ticket to someone who
cares about the game, not just about
'
the image.

72-7501

Luke Lindberg
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Field hockey stumbles
Ryan Clark

.

.

The varsity field hockey team
took oh long time conference rival
. Wittenberg on Saturday at home at
Cindy Barr Memorial Field. This
game was only the third conferece
match up of the season for the Lady
Scots who now stand at
in the
NCAC and 2 overall.
For the majority of the time the
Lady Scots played a good game.
The team made the most of their
talented defensive lines and took
shots on the Wittenberg goal when1-

-2

2--

ever given the opportunity. The
game remained scoreless throughout the first half of the game although there were several near
goals by both teams.
The Wooster goal was guarded

for the first half by Melissa
Goodwin '01 who was able to block

all

attempted shots by the

Wittenberg squad. In the second half
of the game, Yasmina Stacy '01 took

In the past several weeks, you
may have noticed several new faces
around the College tennis courts.
This is because the Women's varsity team has a new coach and assistant coach working with them
this year. Practices began last Monday, September 8, for the team, and
from the way things look so far, it
should be a very successful season
for the Lady Scots.

Lisa Campanell Komara has
taken over for Roxanne Allen in the

position of head coach for
women's basketball and women's
tennis. Coach Komara comes to the

College from Bethany College
where she also coached tennis.
Komara has ten years of experience
coaching tennis and seems to already be enjoying her new position
here at the College. Komara is assisted by recent West Virginia University
graduate,
Lauren
Muhlbach. Having worked for several summers at the Wooster tennis camp, Muhlbach is quite familiar with the College and its campus.
The team, although it has only
practiced for a week, appears to
be playing well. With the addi

FocibaU

-

Sat., Denison

:

(H) 1:30 p.nU

Cross Cczzr.try
Sat. CLCA Meet (A) TDA

Thursday, September 11, 1997

Scot football rolls to 2-- 0 start

over the position. Despite her
strong efforts and consistent
blocks, the Wittenberg offense was
able to sneak one shot past. Unfortunately, this was all it took for
the Wittenberg squad to come away
with the win. Wittenberg won the
game with a final score of
So far this season, the Lady Scots
1--

0.

are led by lead scorer Marissa
Moore '00. Moore has a total of
three goals for the season. Jaime

DiFabrizio

'98

and

Meg

McLaughlin '98 each have one goal
and one assist. The Lady Scots
team is led again by veteran head
coach Brenda Meese. Meese is

assisted by newcomer Sarah
Bennett. The student leaders of this
squad are a talented trio of senior

players, including DiFabrizio,
McLaughlin and Shanna Jalali '98.
For Homecoming this weekend,
the Lady Scots play on Saturday
against OWU at 1 p.m. at Cindy
Barr Memorial Field.

Tennis team gears up
Ryan Clark

Vol ce

tion of several strong first year
players as well as a solid core of
returning players, the women look
to improve on their fifth place con-

ference finish from last season.
Kirsten Shriver '98 returns for her
third straight year. The only senior
on the squad, Shriver, also the captain, hopes to lead her team to success. Last season Shriver held the
best record on the team and was
named MVP. Also returning are
Amy Brown '00, Ryan Clark '00
and Nikki Miller '00. Jessica
Reinhart '99 has also returned to
the lineup after taking a year off due
to injuries.
The team will play a limited fall
season with only two dual matches.
The first of these matches is scheduled for Tuesday, when the team
will travel to Cleveland to take on
John Carroll University. Then, on
Thursday, the team will hit the road

again to play Malone. The team
also plans to attend the Rolex tournament being held a Kenyon University ia Gambier the first weekend of October. The team will play
its main season in the Spring

be-

ginning with the annual Spring
break trip to Hilton Head island.
This year the team will also travel
to Virginia Beach.

Women's Soccer
Sat. Denison (II) 12 p.m.
Ved Wilmington (A) 7:30p.m.

Photo by David Heisserer
Scot quarterback Sean Malone '99 leads the Fighting Scot offensive attack to a victory over Grove City and a 2-- 0 record.

James Allardice
In a game that highlighted the best
and the worst of the Wooster football team, the Scots defeated the
Grove City Wolverines 10--3 at John
P. Papp Stadium on Saturday and
improved their record to
The
Scot defense was dominating, keeping the Grove City offense out of the
endzone despite numerous opportunities as a result of four Scot turnovers.
of the football game
was pretty," Head coach Jim Barnes
said. "Defense was strongearly on
and finished outstanding. Special
teams was consistently strong. We
misfired offensively, and we compounded that with mental and physical errors. We were embarrassed
with our offensive production."
2-- 0.

Two-thir- ds

After a fumble by quarterback
Rich Judd '99 on the first play from
scrimmage, Grove City recovered
the ball at the Scot 14 yard line, but
was forced to kick a
field
goal.
The defense held a Grove City
offense that rushed for 367 yards the
previous week to just 88 yards on
the ground. Rushing the ball 45
times. Grove City averaged just under two yards per carry.
We won many personal battles up
23-ya- rd

Men's Soccer

--

front which made us all look good,'
Barnes said. The physical discipline by the front seven was great.
We challenged our defensive players to demonstrate physical toughness and they played great."
Linebacker Mike Noble '98 led
the defense with an impressive 15
tackles. The defense held Grove
City to 219 total yards offensively,

averaging under three

On a third down and 10 from the
Wolverines 27, Malone dropped the
snap; picked, if Hp, and, handed it off
to running back Jeff Elser '99, who
ran for
and a first down.
With first and goal from the seven
yard line, the Grove City defense
held the Scot offense and forced
them to kick a field goal. Kicker
Ben Arnold '00 kicked a
field goal to tie the game at three
just before half-timJudd came off the bench to start
the third quarter, but on the second
offensive possession, Judd fumbled
20-yar-

ds

27-ya- rd

yards-per-pla- y.

e.

The Scots would not get on the
board until late in the second quarter. After a fumble on an option play
by Judd on the first play from scrimmage, the offense struggled to gain
31 yards in their first four drives,
getting only one first down.
Judd struggled and was pulled in
favor of Sean Malone '99 late in the
second quarter. Following an inter-

on the Grove City

from a different perspective. It was
painful to see him (Judd) struggle
so much. For various reasons, it was
not his day."

line.

rd

the Wolverines and force a punt.
The Scots started their next drive
from their own
line; Elser
was stopped for no gain and it was
second and ten. Judd rolled out and
threw an interception, forcing the
defense to provide another stop.
Again, the Scot defense held the
Wolverines and on the subsequent
37-ya- rd

ception by Shawn Marks '00,
Malone took control of the offense

on the Grove City 27 yard line.
"It was an easy decision to put
Sean Malone in the football game,"
Barnes said. "It was a tough decision to ask someone who has meant
so much to the rise of our program
to take a break and watch the game

43-ya-

Again the defense was able to stop

.

possession, Malone again replaced
Judd. With a first down on their own
line, Malone connected1
with running back Will Schober '00
for a seventeen yard pick-uOn second down, Malone found
Matt Mahaffey '00 over the middle
20-ya- rd

p.

please see FOOTBALL, page
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